GERALD GAZDAR
Coordinate Structure Constraint (CSC) and the "across-the-board" (ATB) violations of it follow as theorems from the grammar fragments given in the previous two sections. Detailed consideration is given to the data, and to an alternative analysis, given in Williams (1977; . Finally, section 4 argues that the apparent boundedness of rightward dependencies is a consequence of independently motivated constraints on parsing and that the syntax can thus treat such dependencies as unbounded. A general schema is given for rightward dependencies, and it is shown that this interacts with the coordination schema to generate all those sentences produced by the transformation known as Right Node Raising (RNR), together with some that such a rule ought to produce but cannot.
I shall follow McCawley (1968) and interpret phrase structure rules as node admissibility conditions rather than as string-to-string mapping rules. Accordingly, I shall not use the familiar rewrite arrow notation for PS rules, but shall instead use a notation which reflects more directly the relation such rules bear to the (sub)trees that they admit. Instead of (1), then,
(1) S ->NP VP I shall write (2), (2) [s NP VP]
and analogously for all other rules.
I shall assume that each syntactic rule in the grammar should be associated with a semantic rule which gives the meaning of the constituent created by the syntactic rule as a function of the meaning of the latter's parts.2 I assume further that the semantic rules should take the form of rules of translation into intensional logic.
I take a rule of grammar to be a triple of which the first member is an arbitrary integer (the number of the rule), the second is a PS rule, and the third is a semantic rule showing how the intensional logic representation of the expression created by the PS rule is built up from the intensional logic representations of its immediate constituents. I shall use a Montague-like prime convention in the semantic rules: NP' stands for the (complex) expression of intensional logic which is the translation of the subtree dominated by NP, run' is the constant of intensional logic which translates the word run in English, etc.
Within this framework, the first rule of a grammar might be this:
(3) (1, [s NP VP], VP'(^NP'))
I shall use rule to refer both to the triple and to its second and third members (sometimes 2 This assumption commits us to what Bach (1976, 2) has called the rule-to-rule hypothesis concerning the semantic translation relation. Nothing to be said below hinges on our adopting this hypothesis, and the syntax given is entirely compatible with a less constrained view of the syntax-semantics relation, for example one in which the syntax simply admits structures, and a set of completely unrelated semantic rules interprets those structures. In the classical analysis of a sentence like (5), we begin with a sentence like (7):
(7) The Dodgers beat the Red Sox and the Giants beat the Dodgers.
Passive applies in the second conjunct to give us (6), and then CR applies to give us (5). This analysis is hopeless for a sentence like (8) (cf. Jackendoff (1977, 193-194) ):
(8) Different teams beat the Red Sox and were beaten by the Giants.
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The classical analysis can handle the syntax, of course, but only at the cost of making nonsense of the semantics. There is one remaining problem with schema (4): it assigns coordinate expressions the wrong surface structure. Ross (1967, 90-91) shows that there are phonological and syntactic reasons for believing that the coordinating word forms a constituent with the immediately following node and is not simply a sister of all the conjuncts. Suppose then that we allow the names of coordinating morphemes to appear as features on categories, and eliminate the feature by means of a rule schema which expands such categories as the named coordinating morpheme, followed by the category (as in (10), below). This will in turn allow us to revise (4) in such a way as to capture Ross's observations regarding surface constituent structure: Note that (9) is only intended to handle constituent coordination and thus make the CR transformation otiose. There is no claim that, on its own, it will do the work associated with such transformations as Right Node Raising (see section 4 below) or Gapping (see Stump (1978) for a nontransformational treatment). In particular, we must assume that whatever mechanism is responsible for "gapped" VPs (i.e. VPs lacking the head verb and possibly contiguous constituents) is responsible for Williams's (1978, 38) example (13), rather than CR, as Williams assumes.
We can allow 13 in (10) also to range over the comparative complementizers as and than, but I shall not pursue this possibility here (see Gazdar (1980b) for discussion). Given schema (10), we can provide a phrase structure rule for the idiomatic go and VP, come and VP construction: Suppose, counterfactually, that S and NP were the only basic categories; then the set of derived categories would consist of S/S, S/NP, NP/NP, and NP/S. This notation is reminiscent of categorial grammar but, despite a tenuous conceptual link, these derived categories are not to be interpreted in the way categorial grammar prescribes. The intended interpretation is as follows: a node labeled a/,B will dominate subtrees identical to those that can be dominated by a, except that somewhere in every canonical subtree of the a/l type there will occur a node of the form ,B/1B dominating a resumptive pronoun, a phonologically null dummy element, or the empty string, and every node linking a/1 and /1B will be of the (/TI form. Intuitively, then, a/P labels a node of type a which dominates material containing a hole of type ,B (i.e. an extraction site on a movement analysis). So, for example, S/NP is a sentence which has an NP missing somewhere.
Of course, defining a new set of syntactic categories is not of itself sufficient to ensure that the trees in which they figure have the property just described: we need, in addition, a set of rules to employ them.
What we have to do is define a set of rules each of which expands a derived category just as the corresponding basic rule would have done for the basic category, except that exactly one of the dominated categories is now paired with the same, hole-indicating category as is the dominating category. The set of such rules will consequently allow the hole information to be "carried down" the tree.5
Let G be the set of basic rules (i.e. the set of rules that a grammar not handling unbounded dependencies would require). For any syntactic category 1, there will be some subset of the set of the nonterminal symbols VN, each of which can dominate 13 according to the rules in G. Let us call this set Vp (Vp C VN). Now, for any category 4 Harman (1963) deserves the credit for first seeing the potential of PS grammars incorporating a complex symbol system. The idea of employing a grammar to induce the grammar is due originally to Van Wijngaarden (1969) . For some discussion of the properties of systems which exploit a grammar to generate a grammar, see Langendoen (1976) [ (14) and (15) allow only one hole to be "carried down" through any node in the tree. This is desirable for English, which, by and large, does not allow multiple dependencies. However, (14) and (15) would need to be generalized to handle, for example, Scandinavian languages. See Engdahl (1980), Gazdar (forthcoming), Maling and Zaenen (forthcoming) for discussion of some of the issues involved. 7 The question of how we formalize universal constraints is, of course, distinct from the question of how we motivate them. The discussion here addresses only the question of formalization, a question that is rarely taken up in the literature. 8 A constraint like Subjacency cannot be reconstructed this way. However, if one wanted to impose it, then one could recast it as a tree filter and throw out all trees that involved a violation. Use of tree filters of this type would not allow the overall theory to generate any non-CF languages. This can be proved straightforwardly by defining a tree automaton of the appropriate kind, but I will not pursue this here. See Thatcher -(1973) and Levy (forthcoming) for discussion of tree automata. = NP). I will consider the motivation for this implausible-looking island constraint later in the article.9
In addition to derived rules, we need linking rules (these will be a subset of the basic rules) to introduce and eliminate derived categories. For the majority dialect of English (British or American), we need only the following rule schema to eliminate derived categories:
(23) (4, [a/a t], ha) where a E VN Here ha (mnemonic for hole) is a distinguished variable ranging over denotations of type a (i.e. NP denotations if a = NP, PP denotations if a = PP, etc.). t is a dummy element postulated solely for phonological reasons (that is, it will serve to block contraction). It serves no semantic function (ha is the variable, not t), and for other dialects or languages we could replace t with the empty string e (which would have no phonological effects) or with a proform. It will become apparent in what follows that t is placed precisely in those complement subject positions where contraction-inhibiting phonological effects have been noted, and consequently the analysis faces none of the difficulties besetting the analyses criticized in Postal and Pullum (1978) .
The apparatus developed above can be used to handle all constructions involving an unbounded dependency.'0 However, since exactly the same principle is involved in every case, it will suffice here to illustrate its application by reference to just two constructions, namely English restrictive relative clauses and constituent questions.
I will assume that relative clauses are dominated by a sentential category R: if one is in the business of generating surface structures directly by means of context-free PS rules, then one cannot identify R with S for obvious reasons. We will distinguish sentential categories by means of the following features: ? C(omplement), ? R(elative), and
? Q (interrogative). In this system, S is [ -C, -R, -Q], R is [ + C, + R, -Q], root interrogatives ("Q") are [-C, -R, +Q], and embedded interrogatives ("Q") are [+ C, -R, + Q]. " If we assume that [ + C, -R, -Q] can expand only as that-S (i.e. the that is not optional), then we can use S as an abbreviation for [ C, -R, -Q] (thus regaining the optionality of that in most environments). Some verbs and adjectives subcategorize for [+ C, -R, -Q] rather than S; consequently, the that is obligatory in these contexts (see Shir (1977, 62-63) for relevant data). Likewise, sentential subjects and topicalized and extraposed clauses must be [ + C].
9 The GLBC is claimed to capture a fact about English, rather than a linguistic universal. Following the arguments in Klein (1980), we take how many to be an AP in the following sentence (which I owe to Emmon Bach and Barbara Partee):
(i) How many did you buy of those pies at the fair? Compare the following French sentence (due to Jean-Roger Vergnaud):
(ii) Combien as-tu donn6 de ces livres a ces gens? how many have you given of these books to these people '0 Rules are given for the various comparative constructions in Gazdar (1980b) , and for topicalization and free relatives in Gazdar (forthcoming). Gazdar, Pullum, and Sag (1980) gives a rule for VP fronting.
" The R and Q features can be motivated by the difference between relative and interrogative pronouns found in many languages (e.g. Albanian, German, Hindi). Notice that, given our adoption of the GLBC, we at present have no way of generating relatives with subject dependencies. Thus, we cannot derive any of the examples in (31): 14 The semantic rule for (25) when the NP is missing is as given except that NP' is replaced by XPP(n). where X contains at least one major category symbol, where cx is anything, and where E ranges over sentential categories Consider what this metarule requires: for every rule in the grammar which introduces some [ -C] sentential category with an NP hole in it (i.e. Q/NP, S/NP, and S/NP-since S can be [-C]) which has as a left sister at least one major category symbol (i.e. N, NP, V, VP, A, AP, P, etc.), there is to be a corresponding rule which is identical except that the I/NP is replaced by a tensed VP.'6 The GLBC blocks all subject dependencies; but, if subject dependencies were permitted, then the residues (i.e. the sentences with t as subject) would be indistinguishable from tensed VPs. Metarule (39) claims that these constituents, which look just like tensed VPs, are exactly that.'7 This should become clearer if we give some examples of rules which meet the input conditions of (39) (48) is blocked by the GLBC, and that consequently facts motivating Ross's (1967) Sentential Subject Constraint follow from the GLBC without modification. He also points out that (48) is not restricted to subjects, thus explaining the anomaly of (i), which is outside the scope of Ross's constraint.
(i) *What do you believe that iron is t to be a fact well known to virtually everybody? then the GLBC will not block "extraction" of the NP introduced by the rule, since it is not on a left branch. Predictably, then, the following example (which I owe to Stan Peters) is acceptable:
(51) Who is it that Mary likes?
The proposals made here, which have so far been motivated on purely syntactic grounds, commit us to the claim that relatives and interrogatives with a dependency into the matrix subject argument have a rather different structure from all other relatives and interrogatives. This is illustrated in (52) and (53). Under our analysis, matrix subject relatives will have the structure shown in (52a), whereas other relatives will have the one shown in (52b):22 A derived category has to contain twice as much syntactic information as a basic category. This suggests that structures which involve derived categories will impose a heavier processing load than those that do not. If this is so, then our analysis predicts that matrix subject relatives and questions will be significantly easier to process than all other relatives and questions (excluding polar interrogatives). This prediction is borne out, both developmentally and for adult speakers, by a substantial body of recent psycholinguistic work.23 Furthermore, that (52a) is a possible structure for matrix subject relatives makes it much less surprising that all languages allow the construction of such relatives (Keenan and Comrie (1977) ), even those which have no mechanism inducing unbounded dependencies.
Constraints on Coordinate Structure
A consequence of the analysis of unbounded phenomena that we have put forward is that subtrees that contain an externally controlled hole are of a different syntactic category from those that do not. An S which has an NP missing somewhere will be of category S/NP, not S, and a VP which contains a missing PP will be of category VP/PP. Now according to the coordination schema in (9), only items of the same syntactic category can be conjoined.24 It follows that, while we can conjoin a VP with a VP, for In every case Grimshaw's explanation for the (un)grammaticality of an example carries over to the present analysis. Examples (62) and (67e) are ruled out because they involve coordination of unlike categories; (63) because who and what cannot be both subject and object of bought and yet there are both subject and object holes in the sentence; (65) because put subcategorizes for a locative adverbial (hence, the wh-phrase must also be locative, but where and when is not); (67d) because one (coordinate) wh-NP cannot bear a dependency relation to two (noncoordinate) holes; and (67f) because a wh-PP cannot bear a dependency relation to an NP hole. Thus, no extra apparatus is needed to handle conjoined wh-phrases: the pattern of acceptability exhibited in (62)-(67) simply follows from the coordination and dependency schemata given as (9) and (15) taken together with uncontroversial assumptions about subcategorization. However, the approach advocated here cannot, at present, explain the contrast between (68a) and (68b) noted by Williams (1978, 35) , since both will be generated: b. I wonder who and whose friends he handed over to the FBI.
Since both sentences are entirely grammatical, Williams would be forced to modify his definition of factor to accommodate them. But any such modification will inevitably allow (68a) to be generated; thus, in the end Williams's analysis is also unable to explain the contrast between (68a) and (68b). These examples are therefore irrelevant to choosing between his proposals and those made here.29
Rightward Dependencies
As is well known, rightward displacement of constituents is subject to a constraint having to do with "heaviness": roughly speaking, the heavier the displaced constituent, the better the sentence sounds. This fact is hard to capture in the formalism of a generative grammar (whether phrase structure or transformational) and it seems reasonable, and probably not controversial, to suppose that it may be a fact that ought to be captured not in that formalism, but rather in one's model of language perception and/or production.30
Another familiar fact about rightward displacements is their apparent clause-boundedness. This was first noted by Ross (1967, 166) , and the stipulation he made against unbounded rightward movement has come to be known as the "Right Roof Constraint" (RRC, hereafter). Subsequent work has shown that the RRC is neither universal nor absolute. Languages as diverse as Circassian, German, Hindi, and Navajo have been alleged to admit constructions which appear to violate it.3" And even in English, the facts are not exactly as the RRC predicts. Thus, Postal (1974, 92n) In the light of these observations, I want to suggest, following Grosu (1972) , that the RRC is not part of the grammar at all, and instead that the facts it purports to explain are to be better explained in terms of performance considerations, in particular parsing strategies. Frazier (1979) and Frazier and Fodor (1978) have recently argued at length for a model of the natural language parser which attaches incoming material as low as it possibly can on the parse tree. This theory offers a natural explanation for the fact that the preferred reading of (74a) is (74b) rather than (74c):
(74) a. The woman believed that the man was ill who was here.
b. The woman believed that the man who was here was ill. c. The woman who was here believed that the man was ill. 
It also explains why

